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The Most Rev. Bashar Matti Warda is a Chaldean Catholic cleric and the Archbishop of Erbil 

in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. Following the 2014 conquest of Mosul and the Nineveh Plains 

by the Islamic State, Archbishop Warda played a decisive role in securing food and shelter for 

displaced minority populations fleeing religious persecution at the hands of ISIS. From 2015 

to 2018, Archbishop Warda worked with the Knights of Columbus to collect witnesses and 

evidence of ISIS atrocities. Thanks to these efforts, ISIS’ treatment of Christians and Yazidis in 

Iraq and Syria has been widely recognized as an act of genocide and crime against humanity.  

 

Today I will speak to you on the future of religious pluralism, both in the Middle East and 

globally. Because of my personal background and experience, this message will take the form 

of “a warning from Iraq,” where a failure to grow beyond the nightmare of endless sectarian 

violence has left us not as a functioning country, but merely a place where competing power 

factions act out their aggressions with impunity, and where the marginalized suffer first, last, 

and most. 

 

Nevertheless, I come from a people of hope. And my hope and prayer in sharing our story with 

you is that those of us gathered here in Indonesia — and, on a much larger scale, the diverse 

peoples of every faith and nation — may begin to find a place of honest discussion about the 

primordial cycle of hatred, supremacy, and violence that has plagued humanity since before 

the dawn of history.  

 

This discussion will certainly be difficult, and often uncomfortable. Yet ultimately, it is 

necessary if we are to survive as peoples of faith, as brothers and sisters in mutual dignity, in a 

world that is growing ever more hostile to the moral and spiritual values that we hold dear. It 

is my fervent prayer that a critical mass of the world’s religious leaders will have the courage 

to address the demons within our own communities, and the wisdom to forge a path whereby 

our hitherto divided faiths may join in solidarity and contribute to the emergence of a far more 

stable, prosperous, and peaceful world, built upon respect for the inherent dignity of every 

human being. 

 

As Pope Francis in his encyclical Fratelli Tutti reminds us:  

 

Every human being has the right to live with dignity… a dignity based not on 

circumstances but on the intrinsic worth of their being. Unless this principle is upheld, 

there will be no future either for fraternity or for the survival of humanity. 
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Thanks to the visionary efforts of Nahdlatul Ulama, which founded the R20, and the Muslim 

World League, which is co-hosting this Summit, all of us assembled here have the privilege of 

assuming a place at the table of global discussion and decision, where the elements of faith and 

spiritual dignity have so often been ignored or neglected. We know that our sense of dignity, 

as religious believers, is inseparable from our faith. We welcome the opportunity to proclaim 

this openly within the context of the G20, whose discussions and decisions, directly or 

indirectly, impact all of humanity. However, if we are to proceed beyond the nostrums and 

platitudes typical of most inter-faith gatherings — and truly be worthy to contribute to global 

discussions and decision-making at the highest level — we must first confront the violent 

sectarianism amongst us. And it is the confronting of this violence which I will address today. 

 

As an Iraqi Christian, and therefore historically among the most affected victims of this violent 

sectarianism, I will speak mainly from the viewpoint which I know best. But the challenges 

which face the Christians are the same as those faced by all religious minorities in Iraq, be they 

Yezidi, Kakai, or even Muslims themselves. And this challenge is clear: how do we overcome 

the endless cycles of sectarian violence that repeat themselves with regular horror to us all? 

 

The harsh truth to this question is that without an end to this sectarian violence, there is no 

future for religious pluralism in Iraq, or anywhere else in the Mideast for that matter. The brutal 

logic of this is that there does eventually reach an end point where there are no minorities left 

to kill, and no minorities left to persecute. Such is the bleak future of religious pluralism in Iraq 

today. As I share with you this experience, I pray that you will find in our story a clear warning 

to you all. 

 

Following more than 1900 years of existence in Mesopotamia, we Christians of Iraq now find 

ourselves on the very edge of extinction. From a land where our martyrs' blood nourished the 

earliest flowering of our faith, our church contributed to carrying the Good News as far away 

as India and China. Our Christian ancestors shared with Muslim Arabs a deep tradition of 

thought and philosophy and engaged with them in dialogue respectfully since the 8th century 

AD. The Arabic Golden Age, historian Philip Jenkins has noted, was built on Chaldean and 

Syriac scholarship. Now we face the end in Iraq, the same end faced by the Iraqi Jews before 

us, and the same end now being faced by the Yezidis, with whom we have suffered so much 

pain, alongside us. 

 

We Christians, a people who have endured persecution in patience and faith for 1,400 years, 

now confront an existential struggle. It is possibly the last struggle we will confront in Iraq. 

The most recent immediate cause is the ISIS terror that led to the displacement of more than 

125,000 Christians from our historical homelands and rendered us, in a single night, without 

shelter and refuge, without work or properties, without churches and monasteries, without the 

ability to participate in any of the things which give one a life of dignity: family visits, 

celebration of weddings and births, the sharing of sorrows. Our tormentors stole our present 

while they blew up our past and did all within their power to destroy our future. 

 

And yet we are still there. Scourged, battered, and wounded. Yet still there. And having 

survived thus far, to this point of near finality, we have been granted a position of clarity and 

courage that we have perhaps lacked, or avoided, up until this time. And in this we can no 

longer ignore the fundamental cause of what has been a relentless persecution of our people 

for a nearly a millennium and half. Having faced for 1400 years a slow-motion genocide that 
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began long before the ongoing ISIS genocide just experienced, the time for excusing this 

inhuman behavior and its causes has long since passed. 

 

When a people have nothing left to lose, in some sense it is very liberating, and from this 

position of clarity and new-found courage, I must speak to you honestly on behalf of my people 

and speak to you the truth. Please understand that this truth comes, ultimately, from a place of 

love and forgiveness for all. 

 

And the truth is that there is a fundamental crisis of violence within Islam itself which in the 

year 2022 can no longer be ignored. This violence continues to affect the entire Middle East, 

Africa, Asia and beyond. And if this crisis is not acknowledged, addressed, and fixed, then 

there can be no future for Christians or any other form of religious pluralism in the Middle 

East. Indeed, there is little reason to see a future for anyone in the Middle East, including within 

the Islamic world itself, other than in the context of continued violence, revenge, and hatred. 

And as we have seen too many times, this violence, once unleashed, overtakes us all. 

 

I do not intend by any means to excuse here the many forms of violence originating from the 

non-Islamic world. Indeed, much of the horror inflicted upon my country in these past two 

decades has its origin in places far removed from the Middle East and I will address them 

directly later in this talk. But these actors have been recent arrivals for us, and if modern history 

has any lesson for us, it is that these actors will eventually move on. Meanwhile, throughout 

the Islamic world, the reality of structured violence, persecution and marginalization against 

the minorities remains, century after century. 

 

As a frequent traveler around the world, including to the USA and Europe, I fully understand 

the political and social difficulties of this subject. My experience most often has been that to 

raise this matter in western or global audiences is to invite a charge of “Islamophobia”, mainly 

from social critics speaking theoretically from places far removed from any threat or actual 

experience. But for we Iraqi Christians this is not an abstract matter. 

 

Prior to the ISIS horror of 2014, we Iraqi Christians had historically attempted to maintain a 

dialogue of coexistence with Muslims, unequal though it may have been. In this dialogue we 

refrained from speaking honestly and truthfully to our oppressors in order to simply survive 

and live quietly. We would not openly face the long history of violence and murder inflicted 

upon us. We did not push back against the constantly recurring periods of extremism that 

inflicted such pain and violence against the innocents, both Muslim and Christian alike. But 

following the horror of ISIS there is nothing left for us now but to speak plainly and truthfully: 

there is a crisis of violence in Islam and for the sake of humanity, including the followers of 

Islam themselves, it must be addressed openly and honestly. 

 

Apologists for the history of the last 1,400 years of oppression against Mideast Christians will 

point to the various periods of Islamic tolerance of minorities as the possible and desired 

alternative to the other periods of violence and persecution. One cannot deny that such periods 

of relative tolerance have existed. And yet all such periods of tolerance have been a one-way 

experience, in which the Islamic rulers decide, according to their own judgment, whether the 

Christians and other non-Muslims are to be tolerated in their beliefs or not. It has never been a 

question of equality. Fundamentally, in the eyes of Islam as practiced in the Middle East, we 

Christians and all other non-Muslims are not to be treated as equal to Muslims, only to be 

tolerated or not, depending upon the intensity of the spirit of Jihad that prevails at the time. 
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Such is the cycle of history that has recurred in the Middle East over the past 1,400 years, and 

with each successive cycle the number of Christians and other non-Muslims has decreased until 

we have reached the point which exists in Iraq today — the point of extinction. Argue as you 

will, but without change this coming extinction will likely soon be fact, and what then will 

anyone be able to say? That we were made extinct by natural disaster, or gentle migration? 

That the ISIS attacks were unprecedented? Or in our disappearance will the truth emerge: that 

we were persistently and steadily eliminated over the course of fourteen centuries by a belief 

system which allowed for, indeed often demanded, recurring cycles of violence against us. 

 

So where, we ask, is there hope for the future in any of this? Should an ancient, peaceful people, 

be allowed to simply perish without comment, without objection? It seems an almost absurd 

question to ask in these modern times, does it not? Well then, we object. We object that one 

faith should have the right to kill another. We object. And we say that if there is to be any future 

for the Christians — and other religious minorities — of Iraq and the Middle East, there must 

be a fundamental correction away from sectarian violence, and towards the quiet and humble 

acceptance of the human dignity within us all. 

 

What then is the truth of the Iraqi Christian experience over the past decade? How should we 

look at the terror that was, and still is, ISIS? When asking whether ISIS was truly an “Islamic 

State” or a distortion of Islamic theology, consider the following words, quoted during the ISIS 

war in Time Magazine: 

 

Western politicians should stop pretending that extremism and terrorism have nothing 

to do with Islam. There is a clear relationship between fundamentalism, terrorism, and 

the basic assumptions of Islamic orthodoxy. So long as we lack consensus regarding 

this matter, we cannot gain victory over fundamentalist violence within Islam. 

 

and: 

 

Within the classical tradition, the relationship between Muslims and non-Muslims is 

assumed to be one of segregation and enmity. Perhaps there were reasons for this 

during the Middle Ages, when the tenets of Islamic orthodoxy were established, but in 

today’s world such a doctrine is unreasonable. To the extent that Muslims adhere to 

this view of Islam, it renders them incapable of living harmoniously and peacefully 

within the multi-cultural, multi-religious societies of the 21st century. 

 

These words came not from some right-wing political figure in the West, but from the leader 

of the largest Muslim organization in the world: Indonesian Islamic scholar Yahya Cholil 

Staquf. As you are all aware, His Excellency Pak Yahya was the driving force behind this R20 

Summit, and I am grateful to him not only for that effort, but for allowing a place for this most 

important of discussions to flourish in the open light of day. In any case we cannot run from it, 

any of us here. 

 

We live in a tipping point of history, one in which an aggressive secularism seeks to drive all 

elements of faith into oblivion, and with it all the basic principles of the sacred nature of life, 

of family, of our obligation to our Creator. And while I am personally convinced that the world 

of faith will ultimately prevail, it cannot do so when the constant face of our world of faith is 

one of violence against the other, or even against ourselves. 
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At the heart of this discussion lies the question of interpretation, or lack thereof, of the sacred 

texts to which we all, in our various faiths, struggle to adhere. Will our faith communities 

continue to accept, and act upon, superficial and violent interpretations of our faiths — which 

allow us to torment others, while we remain certain of our own moral rectitude? Or will we, as 

peoples of faith, evolve to something greater and deeper, a place where the culture of faith is 

always and everywhere understood to be a universal blessing, because it is a culture of life? 

My dear brothers and sisters, we people of faith can lead the world in this direction, if only we 

dare to try. 

 

Historically, we Christians have too often embraced the most radical and violent interpretations 

of our faith. The disastrous consequences may be seen in the brutal, faith-driven wars that 

plagued Europe for nearly two centuries, and the persecution of heretics and apostates that 

began soon after the conversion of Rome to Christianity. Christians, no less than members of 

other faiths, have committed immense atrocities in war, including the victimization of innocent 

women and children. In fact, it was not until after the horrors of World War II, including the 

Holocaust, which occurred primarily within the heart of “Christian Europe,” that the Roman 

Catholic Church embraced freedom of conscience in religious matters as essential to the 

“dignity of man” at the Second Vatican Council, which began on October 11, 1962.  

 

Out of this evolving history I bring you to our Iraqi Christian experience today. What you will 

not hear from our people is any demand for revenge or reprisals. We are a very imperfect 

people, and no doubt when we stand in our final judgment our own sins will be found to have 

been great. And yet I can say to you, we Iraqi Christians have long ago turned away from 

violence, and towards the difficult path of forgiveness. 

 

Again, Pope Francis tells us: 

 

In the face of something that cannot be forgotten for any reason, we can still forgive… 

those who truly forgive do not forget, instead they choose not to yield to the same 

destructive force that caused them so much suffering. They break the vicious circle; 

they halt the advance of the forces of destruction. They choose not to spread in society 

the spirit of revenge that will sooner or later return to take its toll. 

 

This is where we Iraqi Christians are today: not forgetting, but still forgiving. Can our 

Muslim brothers and sisters follow us in this? Or will their own story of violence continue, 

destroying themselves eventually, but also crushing everyone else along the way. 

 

The religious minorities of the Middle East want to know the answer. We want to know if we 

should simply accept the inevitable, that the next wave of violence has likely stirred already, 

and that it will be the one that wipes us away for good.  

 

And yes, I do say, the “next wave of violence,” for this is simply the natural result of an 

interpretation of faith that continues to preach inequality, justifies persecution, and demands 

violence. The math of this equation is not complicated. One group is taught that they are 

superior and legally entitled to treat others as inferior human beings on the sole basis of their 

faith and religious practices. This teaching inevitably leads to violence against any “inferiors” 

who refuse to change their faith. And there you have it — the history of Christians and religious 

minorities in the Middle East for the last 1,400 years. My friends, dear brothers and sisters, this 

is a path which must seek a new direction. 
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Fundamentally, this change in direction can only come about as the conscious work of the 

Islamic world itself. I stand before you as both the leader of innocent victims and a most deeply 

interested observer, and dare I say it, a friend. But I am under no illusion that I, or any other 

non-Muslim, can force this change. I can suggest a path and tell of the consequences to the 

victims on the road of destruction already traveled, but it remains with the world of Islam itself 

to make these choices on its own.  

 

We see the beginnings, perhaps, of this recognition, including in the form of this summit. 

Certainly, much difficulty lies ahead. But in Iraq, we Christians will not remain passive and 

simply pray for the best in these late days. We too have a critical role to play, a role in which 

we enter a renewed encounter with our Muslim neighbors based in the reality of our experience.  

 

Once again, the words of Pope Francis: 

 

Renewed encounter does not mean returning to a time prior to conflicts. All of us 

change over time. Pain and conflict transform us. We no longer have use for empty 

diplomacy, dissimulation, double-speak, hidden agendas and good manners that mask 

reality. Those who were fierce enemies have to speak from the stark and clear truth. 

 

Ours then is now a missionary role, to give daily witness to the teachings of Christ, to provide 

a living example to our neighbors of a path to a world of forgiveness, of humility, of love, of 

peace. Lest there be any confusion here I am not speaking of conversion. Rather, I am speaking 

of the fundamental truth of forgiveness and a renunciation of violence which we Christians of 

Iraq can share and do so from a position of historically unique moral clarity. We forgive those 

who murdered us, who tortured us, who raped us, who sought to destroy everything about us. 

We forgive them. In the name of Christ, we forgive them. We forgive them not only for the 

last fourteen years, but for the last 1,400 years. And so we say to our neighbors, learn this from 

us. Let us help you heal. Your wounds are as deep as ours. We know this. We pray for your 

healing. Let us heal our wounded and tortured peoples together.  

 

Earlier in this talk I referenced the unique horrors of the last decades as having roots which lie 

in part outside the historical issues of sectarian religious violence. I speak here of geopolitical 

actions, largely western, which were inflicted upon us by people claiming to have meant well. 

We pray that these planners and decision makers can today find, finally, in themselves, the 

humility to recognize that their theories and actions, which over the past decades have become 

our horrific reality, have been almost universally wrong, based in fundamentally flawed 

assessments of the Iraqi people and situation. We have likewise seen this same flawed thinking 

in far too many conflicts and failures around the world in these last decades. And in these 

mistaken policies and strategies, designed in comfort and safety from afar, argued over in the 

media as partisan intellectual talking points, hundreds of thousands of innocent people in my 

country were killed. An entire country was ripped apart and left to the jackals. 

 

This horror all began with policy makers and planners, and we beg those who will be assembled 

in the forthcoming G20 summit, those who continue to have access in shaping policy for the 

world, to daily remember that your global planning decisions have life or death consequences 

for the people living on the outside. Please, I implore you, walk humbly and make sure that 

you truly understand the reality of the people on whom you are passing sentence. Be mindful 

of the fact that coldly considered economic policies, lacking in any proper spiritual 

understanding of human dignity and mercy, can kill the innocents and the marginalized just as 
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brutally and surely as poorly considered geopolitical policies, regardless of how well-

intentioned either might be. 

 

Friends, I have spoken to you as an Iraqi Christian. I hope and pray that our people can still 

survive in our ancient land in which we and our ancestors were born. I pray that those of you 

in this room will help our people to survive and thrive in our homeland, and not see our culture 

disappear from the middle east, washed away as lost migrants in some foreign land.  

 

We Christians are a people of Hope. But facing the end also brings us clarity, and with it the 

courage to finally speak the truth. Our hope to remain in our ancient homeland now rests on 

the ability of ourselves, our Muslim brothers and sisters, and the world to acknowledge these 

truths. Religiously motivated violence must end. Those who teach it must stop. We Christians 

of Iraq will speak this truth, whatever the consequence. Please pray for us as we will pray for 

you. 

 

Thank you and God bless you all. 


